Doors are Your Biggest Sound Leak

You can build walls with very high levels of isolation, perhaps to an STC beyond 70. Your single door won’t likely make it past 30, however. Doors therefore remain the biggest sound leak in a sound-controlled room. Poor seals and lack of mass (weight) are the two biggest reasons. This wouldn’t be such an issue except for the fact that the door opening is such a large hole in the room.

If you’re going to be successful soundproofing your room, you’ll have to deal with the door.

It’s helpful if we look at the parts of a door:

- Door Slab
- Threshold
- Hinges
- Lockset
- Jamb
- Door Stop Molding
- Door Casing
So what are the best door choices?

This is the door framing behind the drywall. Our door “Rough Opening” would be 38” wide.
**Which Door Do We Choose?**

When we are looking at sound isolating doors, we are mainly looking for two things:

1. Get the heaviest door slab you can.
2. We want good door seals so sound doesn’t leak around the door slab itself.

**The Door Surface**

Smooth “flush” slabs are better than recessed panel slabs. The recesses are thin, weak points, and the recessed panel slabs weigh less than the smooth, flush slabs. Also, you can much more easily laminate a sheet of MDF or other heavy panel to the door slab if the door slab is smooth. You don’t want to trap small air cavities when laminating.

**What is inside the door slab itself?**

Next we look at what is inside the door slab itself. A “solid core” interior door slab is filled with heavy particleboard, MDF, or mineral core (think drywall-filled). The great mass of this solid core slab will definitely help. Interior doors are available in 1 3/8” or 1 ¾” thickness. You should choose the 1 ¾” slab, as it has more mass.

Exterior door slabs are generally foam filled. Foam is great for thermal insulation but not so good for acoustic isolation. The foam core offers much less mass than a solid core. Exterior slabs are generally not as aesthetically welcomed as an interior door, and come equipped with a steel or aluminum threshold.

Avoid hollow core doors at all costs. No mass means no isolation.
**Interior or Exterior Door?**
Do you choose an interior door, or an exterior door? Both types of doors have their own advantages. Essentially the interior doors are heavier, while the exterior doors are sealed. Both are reasonably priced under $200. So what is the best door choice?

**SOLUTION 1**

**Best choice** is to get a simple pre-hung solid core interior door and attach special seals and gaskets. This is a reasonable cost and highest performance.

- Consider a thicker, more massive 1 ¾” thick slab rather than the thinner 1 3/8”.
- Choose a smooth door surface rather than a recessed panel door slab.
- Install aftermarket specialized acoustic door seals (See Door Seals).

This will yield a very massive and extremely well sealed door, without the sometimes compromising metal threshold on the floor that comes with an exterior door.

**SOLUTION 2**

Go to a real door shop (not one of the “big box” stores) and have them mount a solid core interior door slab on an exterior door jamb. They will have a broad selection of both of these in stock. This gives you the mass of an interior slab combined with the seals that the weather-stripped exterior jamb provides. The potential downside to this choice is that you will have the metal door threshold on the floor.

**SOLUTION 3**

Buy an exterior door; Steel or fiberglass, it doesn’t matter. They are typically foam-filled, but get the heaviest one. This isn’t as heavy as a solid core, however they are minimally acoustically sealed.

**SOLUTION 4**

Purchase an interior pre-hung solid core door and add your own weatherstrip from the hardware store. The biggest issue remains the gap at the bottom of this door.
**IF 1 IS GOOD, 2 IS BETTER**

Even the best sealed, heavy door described above will still only get into the low 40s for an STC sound rating. This is the problem with any single door. Your walls may be STC 60+.

The best solution is to create a communicating door system. Two doors face each other to create an airlock when both doors are closed. This works well when you have a thicker wall such as a staggered stud or double stud wall.

While the pictured communicating doors are great performers, they can be awkward for some. The two doors are very close together and require one door to open into your finished room. This can take up valuable real estate if you have furniture near the door opening. Additionally for commercial buildings, all doors must open out and away from the occupied room in case of an emergency evacuation. This means that nightclubs cannot use this door configuration.

---

You will need to accommodate the protrusion of both door handles.

This system requires the inner door to open into the theater or recording studio.
USE A SMALL LOBBY

Improve on the communicating door concept by having a small room (lobby) at the entrance to your new room. This can be a room as small as 6x6. You can add a theme item such as candy counter or popcorn machine if you're building a theater. The small room introduces a much larger air cavity which is excellent. It's also more convenient for door placement and ease of entry. With this approach, the door directly to the studio or theater can open into the small lobby, rather than into the sound room.

The lobby area is treated in the same sound isolated manner as the actual Sound Room. Doors can swing in or out of Lobby area depending on the needs.

Commercial-Type Exit
Sealing Your Door Up

Now that we have our doors selected and entry path designed, let’s focus a bit on sealing up the doors themselves.

**ACOUSTIC DOOR STOPS**

These will seal up three sides of a door. They are used in conjunction with the Automatic Door Bottom.

If your existing wood door stops are removable, then simply replace them with the new Acoustic Door Stops. These types of systems use high quality Neoprene and are fully adjustable after installation.

Installed Door Stop on right, left and top.
AUTOMATIC DOOR BOTTOM

This will seal the bottom of the door. The Neoprene bottom deploys downward when the door is closed. When the door opens, the Neoprene retracts back up into the aluminum housing.

This door seal system can be used with or without a door threshold. A hard surface such as wood or stone is required for the Neoprene to seal to. Carpet of any kind is not suitable.
**Seal The Rough Opening**

If you remove the door casing (trim molding) in your home, you'll likely find a big gap between the drywall and the door jamb.

This gap is usually covered up with the lightweight piece of decorative trim molding, but you would rather have the mass of the missing drywall, not the gap. This isn't bad construction; it simply isn't optimized for soundproofing.

When installing the drywall, run it all the way to the door jamb and seal with Acoustical Sealant.

If the drywall was not installed this way, fill the gap with non-expanding foam or better, use some plywood, 2x material, or MLV and seal with acoustic sealant.

Typically a large gap between the drywall and the door jamb is left when a door is installed. This is a great spot for sound to leak through.

Ideally you would like to run drywall to the edge of door jamb and seal any gap with Acoustical Sealant.